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PREAMBLE 

THIS COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT (hereafter "Agreement" or "CBA") is 
entered into by and between CW Resources, Inc., hereinafter referred to as the "Employer" or 
"Company" and International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 351, AFL-CIO, hereinafter 
referred to as the "Union". 

 
This written CBA represents the final agreement between the parties. Any oral agreements are 
incorporated herein; and this Agreement can only be amended in writing. Accordingly, no 
explicit provision herein may be contradicted by evidence of any alleged prior, 
contemporaneous, or subsequent oral agreement of the parties. 

 
 

. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
 

The rights, powers and authority retained by Employer include the right, power and authority: 
 

• To manage - control and operate its business and plant. 

• To plan, direct, modify or terminate its business operations or any part thereof. 

• To hire employees and determine the number to be employed. To suspend, discipline or 
discharge employees for just cause. 

 
• To study or introduce new, different or improve methods or facilities. 

• To establish, maintain, and enforce rules and regulations which are not in conflict with 
any provisions of this Agreement. 

 
Management agrees that work normally performed by employees shall not be contracted out, 
where the effect would be to eliminate a job classification. 

 
 
 

EMPLOYER MISSION 

Section 1. The Union acknowledges and agrees that the Company is a non-profit 501 (c)(3) 
corporation having a purpose of rehabilitating and training handicapped and disabled persons. It 
is able to provide work opportunities for such persons only pursuant to the contract awarded by 
the Mission and Installation Contracting Office providing services at the Ft. Hood Custodial 
Services for Child Development Centers, Three Core, and the Copeland Building. The company 
is obliged to ensure that a minimum of seventy-five percent (75%) of the direct labor hours 
performed on the contract be performed by individuals who are persons who meet AbilityOne 
disability criteria (hereafter "disabled"). The Union and the Company, in further consideration 
of the AbilityOne program (formerly known as the Javits-Wagner-O'Day Act), agree that work 
opportunities shall be provided by the Company to such disabled persons before non-disabled 
applicants and employees in such a manner as to ensure that the Company complies with the 
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contract, the AbilityOne program, and all applicable regulations. It is expressly understood that 
disabled persons will be preferred for employment to perform custodial duties and that these 
persons may displace non-disabled employees, and will be preferred in employee selection, 
retention, and assignment over non-disabled applicants and employees. 

 
 

Section 2. It is the policy of both the Company and Union to comply with all Federal, state and 
equal employment opportunity laws. 

 
Section 3. Nepotism is prohibited. An employee cannot be supervised by a relative. 

 
 

ARTICLE XV -   GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION 

Section 1. The parties to this Agreement, in the interest of resolving all disputes, complaints or 
grievances, in connection with the interpretation or application the terms of this Agreement, have 
agreed upon the following procedures. The time periods set forth below may be extended by 
mutual agreement. 
A grievance is defined as any complaint by any employee, the Union, or the Employer 
concerning the effect or interpretation, or a claim of breach of this Agreement. 

The following matters are not grievable under this grievance procedure: 

Claims relating to retirement, life insurance or health insurance, or any claim relating to 
benefits that are within the scope of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act 
(ERISA); 

Separation of an employee during a probationary period: 
 
 

Termination of temporary employees,· or Complaints of discrimination. 
 

Step One: An employee shall report any complaints to his steward or representative within 
fifteen (15) working days from the date of occurrence. The steward or representative shall 
have up to five (5) working days to investigate whether the complaint has merit. If the 
steward or representative feels the grievance has merit, a written grievance must be 
presented by the steward or representative and employee to the supervisor. The written 
grievance must be filed within twenty (20) working days of the occurrence referenced 
above. The supervisor, the Union representative and steward shall meet to attempt to resolve 
the dispute. If the dispute is not resolved within five (5) working days of the written 
grievance being filed, the matter shall be referred by the Union to Step Two. If the matter 
is not referred to Step Two within five (5)  working days, the matter shall be considered 
closed. 
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Step Two: If the matter is not resolved at Step One, then the Union shall refer the matter 
to the Employer President or his designee(s). The two parties will then meet in an effort to 
settle the grievance. If no satisfactory settlement is arrived at within ten (10) workdays of 
the referral, either party may refer the matter to Step Three, Mediation. 

 

Step Three: Step Three shall be mediation, in which representatives of the Employer and 
the Union shall attempt to resolve the dispute through  mediation.  Such mediation shall be 
performed in compliance with the applicable rules of the Federal Mediation and 
Conciliation Services ("FMCS''). The parties may select a mediator by agreement; in the 
absence of an agreement, the mediator shall be selected through the process provided by 
the FMCS. The costs of such mediation will be shared equally by the parties. If no 
satisfactory settlement is arrived at within ten (10) workdays of the mediation, either  party 
may refer the matter or Arbitration. The parties may mutually agree not to use a mediator. 
Absent such agreement, an FMCS mediator will be selected. 

 

Section 2. The time frames in Steps One through Three may be extended only upon mutual 
agreement by the Union and the Employer. Every reasonable effort shall be made to settle 
grievances promptly. In the calculation of time limits under the Grievance  Procedure, Saturdays, 
Sundays, and holidays are excluded. Time limits in the above procedure may be extended by 
mutual agreement of the parties. During their first ninety days of employment, all employees shall 
be probationary. Probationary employees are not entitled to utilize  the grievance procedure, nor 
shall the Union be entitled to use the grievance procedure on behalf of a probationary employee. 

. 

ARBITRATION 
The party invoking Arbitration shall do so within thirty days of concluding the final step of the 
grievance procedure. The party shall call upon the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service to 
supply both the Employer and the Union with a list of arbitrators consisting of at least seven 
(7) individuals who would serve as arbitrator. The parties may then invoke the procedures to 
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strike off  objectionable names. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon 
both parties. The cost of such arbitration shall be borne equally by the parties. Each party will 
pay for their own representative. 

 
It is the intention of the parties that the time limitations and the requirements of the grievance 
procedure be rigidly followed. An untimely grievance shall not be considered by any arbitrator. 
Any dispute or grievance not processed or appealed by the Union within the time limits set forth 
in any step shall be considered settled on the basis of the Employer's last preceding answer. In 
the event that the Employer fails to answer within the time limits set forth in any Step, the 
grievance shall be considered unsettled and may then be moved by the Union to the next step. 

 

NO STRIKE- NO LOCKOUTS 

Section 1. The Union shall not engage in any strike, slowdown, walkout, boycott, sympathy 
strike or other interference with the orderly operation of the Employer, and the Employer shall 
not engage in a lockout of employees during the terms of this Agreement or any extension 
thereof. 
Section 2. It is agreed that in all cases of any unauthorized strikes, slowdowns, walkouts, 
sympathy strikes, or any other unauthorized acts of employees of the Employer, or of any 
affiliated Local Union and/or Union Council, or official thereof, the Union shall promptly 
undertake to induce employees to return to their jobs, and no liability shall attach to the Union 
unless, and until, any such unauthorized act has been authorized or condoned by the Union. 

 
 

CHECK-OFF AUTHORIZATION 
 
Section 1, A signed "Check-Off Authorization to Deduct Union Fees" from the employee 
involved must be received by the Employer no later than thirty (30) days from the date the 
Union enrolls the employees. Upon receipt of the employees• authorization cards, the 
Employer will deduct from the employees' pay (a) initiation fees; and (b) uniform union 
monthly dues. The Union will acknowledge receipt of the employees' remittance dues in 
writing upon receipt of payment to the Union. The Employer will not have any responsibility 
for the deduction of any kind of fees from the employee if a signed "Check-Off Authorization to 
Deduct Union Fees" is not received nor will the Employer have any responsibility to deduct 
dues for a period of more than thirty (30) days prior to the receipt of a copy of the Check-Off 
Authorization. The Union will provide the Employer copies of all Check-Off Authorization 
cards upon the effective date of this CBA. 

 
Section 2: The Union further agrees to hold and save the Employer harmless of any and all 
legal actions arising from these "Check-Off Authorization to Deduct Union Fees" and Union 
Security Clause that may be instituted by anyone involved therein before a court, the National 
Labor Relations Board, or any other body asserting or having jurisdiction, against the Employer 
and further agrees to reimburse the Employer for any financial payment adjudged by a court, the 
National labor Relations Board, or any other body asserting or having jurisdiction, against the 
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Employer as well as reasonable costs and expenses involved in defense of any such action as set 
forth in this paragraph. This hold harmless clause will apply whether or not the Employer has 
received copies of the Check-Off cards. Should a change in the amount of dues be made by the 
Union during the terms of this CBA, the Union will provide written notice of such change to the 
Employer at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of the change. 

 
 

UNION SECURITY AND MEMBERSHIP 

Section 1. All present employees who are members of the Union on the effective date of this 
Agreement shall remain member as a condition of employment. All present employees who are 
not members of the Union, shall, as a condition of employment, become members of the Union 
as of the effective date of this Agreement, or not later than the 30th day of their employment, 
whichever occurs later, or in the alternative pay to the Union an amount sufficient to reimburse 
the Union for all chargeable expenses as permitted by law. All present employees shall remain 
members in good standing for the full term of this Agreement. Failure to comply with this 
requirement shall be cause for discharge of the employee, upon written notification to the 
Employer, by the Union, that an employee has failed to tender the appropriate dues and fees 
uniformly imposed upon all employees in the bargaining unit and the employee shall be 
immediately released from the Employer. Future employees may choose to become Union 
members. Their choice will not have any impact on their employment status. 

 
Section 2. Membership in the Union is separate, apart and distinct from the assumption by an 
employee of his equal obligation to the Union, insofar as he receives benefits equal to those 
received by other employees. The Union is required, under this Agreement, to represent all of 
the employees in the bargaining unit fairly and equally, without regard to whether or not an 
employee is a member of the Union. The terms of this Agreement have been made for all 
employees in the bargaining unit, and not for members of the Union only. Accordingly, it is fair 
and equitable that such employee in the bargaining unit assume his fair share of meeting the 
Union's costs and expenses in performing its duties as the exclusive bargaining representative. 
The Union agrees to accept as a member, upon application without discrimination, any future 
employee who may be hired by the Employer for employment within the bargaining unit. 

 
Section 3. The Union shall indemnify and save the Employer harmless against any and all 
claims, demands, suits or other forms of liability that shall arise out of or by reason of action 
taken by the Employer for the purpose of complying with the above provisions of this Article. 

 
 

SHOP STEWARD 
 

Section 1. The Union may select one (1) employee of the Employer to act as Shop Steward. A 
second employee may be selected as an Alternate Steward to serve only when the Steward is 
absent. The Union will provide the name(s) of the Shop Steward and Alternate Steward to the 
Project Manager in writing within thirty (30) days of the signing of the CBA. In case of a Shop 
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Steward's or Alternate’s employment termination, the Union has 30 days to appoint a new Shop 
Steward or Alternate and advise the Project Manager of the new appointment. 

 
Section 2. A Shop Steward's authority will be limited to and will not exceed the following 
duties and activities. 

 
(a) The investigation and presentation of grievance to the designated Employer's 
representative in accordance with the provision of the CBA. Such time by the Steward shall be 
off the clock and the  Employer will not be responsible for payment of  time so spent. 

 
(b) The Shop Steward may receive and may discuss grievances of employees on the premises 
of the Employer, but only to such extent as does not neglect, retard or interfere with the work or 
duties of employees. Time spent by the employee and the Shop Steward to discuss grievances 
shall be off the clock and the Employer will not be responsible for payment of time so spent. 
The Shop Steward will obtain permission from his respective supervisor prior to leaving his 
work assignment  to  handle  grievances  and  report  back  to  his  supervisor  upon  return. 

 
(c) The transmitting of such messages and information which originate with and are authorized 
by the Local Union, or its officers, provided that such messages and information have been 
reduced to writing and, if not reduced to writing, are of a routine nature and do not involve work 
stoppages, goods or any other interference of the Employer's business. Such time by  the Steward 
shall be off the clock and the Employer will not be responsible for payment of time so spent: 

 
(d) Any activities undertaken by the Shop Steward will not be considered as time worked for 
pay, or overtime purposes. 

 
 
 

UNION RECOGNITION 
 
CW Resources, Inc., a Connecticut Corporation ("the Employer'' or "the Company'') recognizes 
the International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 351 ("the Union") as the sole and 
exclusive collective bargaining representative of all full-time and part-time custodians, floor 
techs, and crew lead employees employed by the Employer for Project No. W91151-11-C-0056 
at the following Ft. Hood, Texas buildings: 

 
1.   Bldg. 18010 
2.  Bldg. 1001 
3.  Bldg. 70004 
4.  Bldg. 48303 
5. Bldg. 333 
6. Bldg. 41015 
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excluding all office clerical employees, professional employees, guards, managerial employees, 
and supervisors as defined in the Act, with respect to wages, hours and all other terms and 
conditions of employment. 

 

HEALTH AND WELFARE 
 

During the term of this Agreement, Company shall maintain the health and welfare benefits 
pursuant to the FCE benefits plan in effect at the effective date of this Agreement, and shall 
continue to fund such plan at the rate of a contribution equal to the posted SCA wages as of each 
option year. 
In the event that the FCE benefits plan becomes unavailable, or in the event that the Company 
and the Union agree that a different plan should be substituted for the FCE benefit plan in effect 
on the effective date of this Agreement, or in the event that the Company and the Union agree 
that there should be a different allocation of components within the FCE plan, the parties shall 
reopen discussion on this provision only, for the purpose of designating another benefit plan or 
making a different allocation of components within the plan. In no event, however, will the 
amount of the contribution by the Company be reduced, nor increased, as a consequence of 
reopening discussions pursuant to this provision. 

 

WAGES 
 
1. The wage scale as set forth below is the minimum scale and does not prohibit a worker on a 

fair and equitable matter to receive a higher rate of pay, provided that the Union shall be 
notified of such increase including the effective date and possible expiration of such 
increase. 

 
2. In case of death, all wages or other monetary accrued benefits shall be paid to the 

deceased's beneficiary or other designees. 
 
3. It shall be neither the intent nor policy of the Company to issue short paychecks to 

employees. However, on those occasions when there is an accidental shortage in pay to an 
employee, a special check will be issued promptly to cover such shortage. 

 
4. When this Agreement is effective, all changes in the schedule of wages provided herein 

shall go into effect on July 1 each year thereafter during the tenure  of this Agreement 
(and the one-year extension, if applicable). This provision is intended to avoid any 
revision of hourly rates except at the outset of a workweek. 

 
5. The Schedule of Wages attached as Schedule A shows the rates which will be used on the 

effective date of this Agreement, and subsequent revisions. Each year, on July 1, the 
Company shall post and provide to the Union a revised Schedule of Wages., 
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SENIORITY 
 

The Company will maintain a seniority roster for all Employees who are not disabled and are not 
under JWOD. These Employees shall operate under a "last hired, first fired" seniority roster. 
It is expressly understood and agreed between the Company and the Union that seniority rights of 
the non-disabled employees shall not take precedence over the disabled employees and workers 
hired and employed under JWOD. It is the intent and purpose of the Company to hire as many 
qualified disabled workers as employees as possible. A non-disabled Employee who is 
displaced by a disabled person or terminated as the result of the hiring of a disabled person shall 
not have a right to grieve or arbitrate any matter relating to such displacement or termination. It 
is agreed that the Company and the Union meet for the purpose of establishing seniority list for 
Employees in the unit at the time of the signing of the Agreement. The seniority list will be 
based upon official records of the Union, of the Company, and state and federal agencies. Not  later 
than fifteen (15) days prior to the expiration of the Company's vendor contract covering any 
facility, the Company shall furnish the Union and the successor contractor a list of its current 
Employees together with their dates of hire and the dates their last vacation pay was paid by the 
Company. The following Sections in this Article shall become applicable and shall be in force 
and effect upon the establishment of the seniority lists. In the event that the Company finds it 
necessary to lay off Employees for any reason, such layoffs shall be on the basis of seniority, the 
least senior in inverse order will be first laid off. After, and subject to, assignment and 
scheduling of disabled persons, Employees will have the right to select available work schedules 
by seniority in job assignments for which they are qualified. For purposes of one's placement 
on the seniority lists, and otherwise, the following shall be considered, but shall be subordinate to 
the Employer's commitment to persons with disabilities: 

 
Section 1. Seniority as used herein shall mean the length of an employee's total service with the 
Employer and its predecessors at the site. 

 

Section 2. The Employer shall consider seniority, along with skill, ability and qualifications, 
when making vacation schedules promotions, demotions, layoff, recalls, shift assignments or 
permanent transfers and, when relatively equal, seniority shall prevail. 

Section 3. In case of a tie, seniority will be determined by using the last four (4) numbers of the 
Employee's Social Security number, the lowest being the most senior. 

 

Section 4. A break in seniority shall occur in the following events: 
 

(a) if an employee quits; 
(b) if an employee is discharged for cause; 
(c) if an employee takes an unauthorized leave or absence; 
(d) if an employee is laid off for more than six (6) months. 

 
Section 5. If the Employer finds it necessary to reduce its workforce of employees in the 
bargaining unit, the non-disabled employee having the least seniority shall be the first laid off 
off employee who has the most seniority shall be the first reca1led. 
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Employees shall be credited with seniority accrued with the predecessor employer, provided 
there was no break in service. 
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ARTICLE XVIII – VACATIONS 

Length of Vacations.  All employees covered by this Agreement shall be eligible for the 
following paid vacation time off: 
After One (1) Year of Service   Eighty 80 hours 
After ten (10) Years of Service   One hundred and twenty 120 hours 
After twenty (20) Years of Service  One hundred and sixty 160 hours 
Section 1. The Company shall have the exclusive right to fix and determine the 
vacation schedule; however, whenever practicable the Company will give consideration 
to the wishes and Company Seniority of the employees in scheduling vacation, but such 
schedule will be governed by operational requirements of the facility. 
Section 2. Vacation payment will be calculated on the basis of an employee’s 
straight time rate of pay in existence at the time of vacation. 
Section 3. Vacation accrual for all part-time employees shall be prorated by the 
number of hours which the employee worked in the year preceding the employee’s 
anniversary date of employment. 

a). Vacation shall be available for use on January 1rst of each year 
b). Employees, who are laid off or otherwise removed from the payroll, shall be 

paid any vacation. 
c). Vacation may be used in one (1) hour increments. 

Section 4. During the month of January of each year the employees will schedule 
vacation time in accordance with seniority.  Vacation time not scheduled during this 
month should be subject to availability of such available vacation time. 

 
 

ARTICLE XXII – SICK LEAVE 
Employees will be entitled to earn up to seven (7) days sick leave per 
year. Employees will accrue 1 hour of paid sick leave for every 30 compensable 
hours, up to 56 hours (7 days) in a year or at any point in time.  Sick leave pay 
to the extent it has been earned shall begin on the first (1st) day of illness or 
accident, and shall continue for each regular scheduled work day which said 
Employee misses because of said disability until the Employee’s accumulated 
sick leave benefits have been exhausted. Sick leave benefits will be paid only with 
respect of a work day on which the Employee would have otherwise worked and 
will not apply to any Employee’s scheduled day off, holidays, vacations or any 
other day on which the Employee would not have worked. 

  
An Employee may use paid sick leave for an absence resulting from: (1) physical 
or mental illness, injury, or medical condition of the Employee (2) obtaining 
diagnosis, care or preventative care from a health crane provided by the 
Employee, (3) caring for the Employee’s child, parent, spouse, domestic partner, 
or any other individual related by blood or affinity whose close association with 
the Employee is the equivalent of a family relationship who has any of the 
conditions or need for diagnosis, care or preventative care described above, (4) 
domestic violence, sexual assault or stalking, or to seek counseling, relocation, 
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victim services, or to take related legal action or to assist an individual related to 
the Employee for any of the above stated reasons. 

  
Sick leave pay, to the extent it has been earned, will be integrated with payments 
under any Federal or State Workers’ Compensation program. Employer paid 
Health and Welfare program or other Disability program to which the Employer 
contributes, so as not to permit the Employee to receive more than the equivalent 
of the forty (40) hours of pay for any week in which the Employee is off work. 

  
A doctor’s certificate or other authoritative verification of illness or accident may 
be required by the Employer, and if so, must be presented by the Employee prior 
to return to work if requested by the Employer. Any Employee found to have 
abused sick leave benefits by falsification or misrepresentation shall thereupon 
be subject to disciplinary action, which may include termination. Employees’ 
requests for sick leave must be made in writing and must be made at least 7 
calendar days in advance where the need for leave is foreseeable, and in other 
cases as soon as practicable. The Employer must communicate any denial of a 
request to use paid sick leave in writing, with the explanation for the denial – 
which cannot be based on whether the Employee has found a replacement work 
or on the Employer’s operational needs. 
  
Employees may use paid sick leave in one (1) hour increments unless it is 
physically impossible for the Employee to leave and return to the job during a 
shift.  When an Employee uses paid sick leave, he/she is entitled to the same 
regular pay and benefits he would receive if he had not used the leave with the 
exception that more paid sick leave time will not accrue while an Employee is on 
paid sick leave. 

  
By no later than December 15th of each year, each Employee will receive cash 
in the amount of pay for all unused sick leave unpaid over and above the 
minimum escrow amount of one days’ average earnings for the 
year.  Compensable sick leave and vacation shall be included in these 
calculations.  In order to be eligible for the Annual Pay Out, the Employee must 
be employed through at least November 30th of that particular year. There shall 
be no pay out of accrued, unused sick leave pay when the Employee leaves the 
Employer’s employment prior to December 1. 

 
BULLETIN BOARDS 

 

Section 1, The Employer agrees to provide the Union with a bulletin board; however, all 
material will require the written approval of the Project Manager or his/her designee prior to 
posting. 

 
Section 2. No material may be posted and no solicitations may be engaged in a federal facility 
where work is performed under the CBA, unless the posting or solicitation is done so in 
accordance with the rules and regulations in effect at the federal facilities covered by this CBA. 
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DISCHARGE, SUSPENSION AND DISCIPLINE 
 

Section 1. Except as hereinafter provided, no employee shall be discharged or otherwise 
disciplined without just cause. All disciplinary dismissals and written discipline will be subject 
to the grievance procedure and arbitration clause. All reprimands, suspension and dismissal shall 
be in writing and shall be signed by the project manager. Copies of any written reprimand or 
other written discipline shall be given to the employee reprimanded and to his/her shop steward. 
Significant acts of misconduct, such as theft, intoxication on the job, illegal use of drugs, 
insubordination, fighting may result in immediate dismissa1 without regard to whether or not 
there were prior reprimands or discipline. 

 
Section 2. The Union recognizes that the non-disabled employees will be working alongside 
disabled persons, some of whom are under the care or supervision of state agencies. The Union 
agrees that non-disabled Employees shall be required to adhere to all applicable regulations of 
state agencies, including regulations concerning treatment, neglect and abuse of disabled 
persons, reporting neglect or abuse, prohibitions concerning hiring of individuals with criminal 
history to work with or around disabled persons. The Union also agrees that if there is an 
allegation that a non-disabled Employee has abused a disabled or mentally retarded person, the 
non-disabled Employee will be removed from duty and placed on administrative leave without 
pay according to any applicable protocol of the CW Resources and state agency having 
responsibility or oversight for the person, until the investigation is completed, to include 
management staff. 

 
Section 3. Any Employee who is ordered removed from the premises by the United States 
Government, or who loses any applicable security clearance, or who is otherwise barred from the 
premises shall not have access to the grievance and arbitration procedure to challenge the 
Company's action. Such denial of access, loss of clearance or removal at the direction of the 
Government shall not be considered discipline or discharge imposed by the Company under this 
Agreement. 

 
Section 4. The Company may be more lenient in discipline of a disabled worker, where it is for 
the purpose of developing work skills as contemplated by the AbilityOne program regulations, 
without violating this Agreement. Any such leniency shall not be the basis for grievances by 
other employees. Such employees are not entitled to Union representation at any of these 
disciplinary meetings unless the employee requests such representation. The Union agrees to 
this provision in recognition that the Company is obliged to act in furtherance of developing the 
job skills of those employees pursuant to federal law and the AbilityOne program contract. 

Section 5. During their first ninety days of employment, all employees shall be probationary. 
Probationary employees may be dismissed with or without cause. 

 
Section 6. Where a disciplinary action becomes 12 months old, that disciplinary action will be 
adjusted. Where the disciplinary action is a reprimand, the reprimand will become null and void. 
If the disciplinary action is a suspension, the suspension will be reduced to a reprimand after 



 

 
 

twelve months of the suspension date. If the employee has no further disciplinary action within 
twelve months of such reduction, the reprimand will become null and void. 

 
HEALTH AND  SAFETY 

The Employer and the Union agree that they will cooperate in the enforcement of health and 
safety standards, and rules that may be established by the Employer in compliance with OSHA 
or other statutory regulations. 

 
 

HOLIDAYS 
 

Section 1. The following holidays shall be recognized as holidays, but due to the nature of the 
work, the Employer may require that any or all employees work on all recognized holidays. If 
the employee has to work on a holiday, all hours actually worked will be paid at one-and.one- 
half times the regular hourly rate. If the employee is granted the holiday as a paid day off, pay will 
be calculated as set forth in Section 9 of the Paid Time Off provision. For those who do not 
work on holidays, the holiday pay granted shall not count as "hours worked" for purposes of 
calculating hours worked towards entitlement to overtime compensation under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act. 

• New Year's Day 
• Martin Luther King's Birthday 
• President's Day 
• Memorial Day 
• Independence Day 
• Labor Day 
• Columbus Day 
• Veterans Day 
• Thanksgiving Day 
• Christmas Day 

Section 2. There shall be no pyramiding of overtime. 

Section 3. For all part-time and temporary employees or employees who work less than forty 
(40) hours in a work week, pay for each of these holidays shall be pro-rated based on the number 
of hours worked in the preceding three (3) pay periods. 

Section 4. In order to receive holiday pay an employee must work their scheduled work shift the 
day before and the day after the holiday unless the employee is able to provide a doctor's note 
stating they were unable to work due to illness or injury. 

Section 5. When a holiday falls on a Saturday or Sunday, it shall be celebrated on either the 
preceding Friday or the following Monday or according to the Government schedule. 

15 
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NO DISCRIMINATION 

Section 1. It is the policy of both the Employer and Union to comply with all Federal and State 
Equal Employment Opportunity Laws, and not engage in any unlawful discrimination against 
any protected person. The Employer's commitment to its mission of assisting persons with 
disabilities shall be at times primary, so long as actions of the Employer are consistent with the 
Mission and the terms of this Agreement. 

 

Section 2. Claims that the Employer violated federal or state equal employment opportunity 
laws are not grievable and shall not be addressed through the grievance procedure provided by 
this Agreement. 

 
 
 

GENERAL PROVISION 

Section 1. The Union agrees to cooperate with the Employer in all matters required by the 
United States Government, and the Union recognizes that the terms and conditions of the 
Agreement are subject to certain sovereign priorities which the United States Government may 
exercise. The Union agrees that any actions taken by the Company pursuant to a requirement of 
the United States Government shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement. Nothing in this 
Agreement shall be construed to prevent institution of any change prior to discussion with the 
Union where immediate change is required by the United States Government. 

 

Section 2. If, during the term of this Agreement, or any extension thereof, any part or provision 
is by legal or legislative process rendered or declared to be invalid, such part or provision 
thereafter shall be void, but the balance of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect 
and shall be fully binding upon the Employer and the Union. 

 

Section 3, When this Agreement becomes effective, the provisions shall be numbered, in order, 
d a Table of Contents shall be prepared and added to this Agreement. To the extent there are 
any typographical errors in the signed Agreement then, so long as the Union and Company 
agree, they may be corrected in printed copies of the Agreement. 

 
 

OVERTIME 
 

Overtime shall be paid at the rate of one and one-half (1.5) times the straight hourly rate for all 
hours actually worked in excess of forty (40) hours a week. Hours paid but not worked (holiday 
pay) do not count as hours worked for purposes of determining when overtime compensation 
shall be due. Health and Welfare contributions apply only to the first 40 paid hours per week. 
No overtime will be worked except by prior direction of the proper supervisory personnel of the 
Employer. Where operational needs require, Employer may require that any or all employees 
work over 40 hours in a workweek, but shall seek volunteers from those who are qualified (in the 
judgement of the Company) to perform the required duties, before requiring such overtime work 
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from an employee who does not volunteer. The Employer will distribute overtime work as 
necessary, and as fairly as possible, between employees affected by such overtime work. 

 
 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

The Employer will provide any and all required personal protective equipment. 
 
 

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION 
 

If required by the Contracting Agency, the Employer may require an employee to undergo a 
physical examination and proof of immunization, and it shall have the right to select the 
examining physician, requests the physician to conduct specific tests, and to receive a written 
report from the physician as to his findings. Such report shall be considered and treated in a 
confidential manner by the Employer. The total costs of such physical examinations, exclusive 
of any treatment given, shall be borne by the Employer. If the employee requests it, he or she 
shall receive a copy of any such report. 

 
 

PROBATIONARY PERIOD AND TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES 
 

Section 1. Newly hired employees will be on probation for the first ninety (90) days of 
employment. During this probationary period, employees will receive the rates of pay provided 
in Schedule A, but will not be entitled to any other benefits such as grievance and arbitration 
under this CBA. During the probationary period, the Employer may discipline and/or discharge 
any employee for any reason considered justifiable by the Employer or for no reason at all 
without recourse to the grievance procedure. Any employee so dismissed will not have a right to 
invoke the arbitration procedure of this CBA. 

 
Section 2. Upon completion of the ninety (90) day probationary period, employees will be 
placed on the seniority list as of the first day of employment. Once placed on the seniority list, 
the employees will be entitled to all benefits provided under this CBA, including lay-off and 
rehire after lay-off. 

 

Section 3. Temporary employees are those who are employed for a period of ninety (90) days or 
less with notification to the Union. 

 
 

PROMOTIONS AND VACANCIES 
 

Section 1. All vacancies within the bargaining unit shall be posted on a bulletin board located in 
the main office of the Employer at its Fort Hood, Texas location. 
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Section 2. The notice shall state the location, days off, shift and whether or not the position is 
full time or part time. The notice shall remain posted for a period of seven (7) days. 

 

Section 3. The Employer will give consideration to existing employees with regard to 
promotional opportunities and vacancies before hiring from outside the unit. Candidates will be 
considered in accordance with the seniority provisions above. Any employee may apply for a 
new or vacated position. 

 

Section 4. The Employer will provide fair and equitable training to all employees. However, at 
all times the Company's mission is paramount, and therefore when disabled candidates are 
available, they will seek to employ handicapped and disabled workers before others who are not 
disabled. 

 
 

SHIFI' SCHEDULING, BASIC WORKWEEK & HOURS OF WORK 
 

Section 1. Hours of work shall be continuous except if mutually otherwise agreed between the 
Employer and Union. Split shifts are permissible. 

 

Section 2. Each employee who works seven or more hours shall receive a 30 minute to one  hour 
unpaid meal period and two (2) 15-minute paid breaks within their shift. 

 
Each employee who works more than four but less than 7 hours shall receive a 30 minute unpaid 
meal period at the discretion of the Company, and two (2) 15-minute paid breaks. 

 
Employees who work 4 or less hours will not receive a break period. 
Employees can choose to work through their assigned lunch period with Supervisor approval. 

 

Section 3. All hours actually worked above forty (40) hours during any workweek shall be paid 
at one and one-half (1.5) times the regular rate of pay. The Company agrees that time clocks or 
similar devices shall be used so that there is no misunderstanding involving employee's hours 
worked. Use of sign-in sheets will be considered an appropriate device. If compulsory meetings 
are called by the Company, they shall be either on the Company's time or if held_ outside an 
employee's regular working hours, such meeting's will be paid for in accordance with the 
provisions of the preceding sections of the Article. No employee shall be required to attend 
meetings called by the Company on the regular meeting day of the Local union. 

 
Section 4. Except if operational needs require otherwise, the Employer will make its best efforts 
to provide each employee with two (2) consecutively scheduled days off in each workweek. 

 

Section 5. The workweek begins on Sunday at 12:01 am and ends on Saturday at 11:59 p.m. 
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SHOW-UP AND REPORTING TIME 
 

Employees called in outside their scheduled working hours, or their scheduled days off, shall 
receive a minimum of two (2) hours pay or the pay for the hours actually worked, whichever is 
greater. 
Consideration will be given to employees in the case of unusual circumstances. 

 
 
 

UNIFORMS 
 

The Employer agrees to provide uniforms as necessary as determined solely by the Employer, at 
no cost to employees. All employees will adhere to dress standards set by the Employer; 
employees not wearing appropriate uniform or personal protective equipment will not be allowed 
to perform work and time spent at the work site out of uniform or without PPE will not be 
considered as time worked for pay or overtime purposes. 

 
 

VISITATION RIGHTS 
 

Section 1. Officers of the Union will have the privilege of visiting members of the Union during 
working hours after notification of the Employer's Project Manager has been made with at least 
one full business day in advance of the visit. In accordance with these visitation rights, the 
Union agrees not to interfere with the day-to-day operations at the job sites visited. 

 
Section 2. All visits are subject to applicable government laws and regulations governing 
visitors to the facility. The Union is solely responsible to obtain clearance and permission from 
any/all governmental facilities to enter any governmental facility served by the Employer under 
this CBA. 

 
 
 

WORK PERFORMANCE 
 

Section 1. Employees' performance will be fairly and objectively evaluated. 
 

Section 2. The Employer will counsel employees in relation to their overall performance on an 
as-needed basis and when the employee's performance drops below a satisfactory level. 

 

Section 3. A warning for ..poor job performance" will generally be issued after a minimum of 
three (3) incidents of poorly performed work within a thirty (3) day period. Poorly performed 
work is defined as any work that must be redone to meet acceptable standards or any work 
accomplished that initially does not meet established, acceptable and reasonable standards. 
Management will determine whether unsatisfactory work performance requires a written 
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warning, taking into consideration the Employer's mission, the employee's work record, and any 
mitigating circumstances. 

 
 

MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT 

When employees are authorized to use their personal vehicles for business-related reasons (such 
as driving from one Company location to another) after punching in to start their workday, the 
employees will be reimbursed for mileage at the current reimbursement rate approved by the 
U.S. Internal Revenue Service. 

Employees must complete a daily log of miles they use in performing business-related topi�. 
The log will be provided by the Company. 

Mileage from vehicle use for personal reasons during the work day (such as driving to a location 
for a meal or rest break) will not be reimbursed. 

 
CAPTlONS AND TERMS 

Captions or terms in and of this CBA are for convenience only and do not in any way limit or 
amplify any provisions thereof. Wherever the singular or plural number is used herein, it will 
equally include the other and wherever the masculine or feminine gender is used, it will equally 
include the other. 

 
SAVING CLAUSE 

 

 
 

Section 1. Should any part or provision of this CBA be rendered invalid by reason of any 
existing or subsequently enacted legislation or opinion of Court of Competent Jurisdiction, such 
invalidation or any part or provision of this CBA will not invalidate the remaining portions 
hereof, and they will remain in full force and effect. 

Section 2. If there is any conflict between the terms and conditions of this CBA and any other 
Employer policy or Employee Handbook, the terms and conditions of this CBA will prevail. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

EFFECTIVE DATE AND DURATION 

Section 1. This Agreement shall become effective January 1, 2020 and shall continue in full force  
and effect until December 31, 2022 

 
Section 2. The parties agree that the terms of this Agreement may be extended for one (1) year, 
with the wage increase for such extension as indicated in the Wage provision of this agreement. 

 
Section 3. Following the expiration of this Agreement, and any extension  (if  applicable),  the parties 
intend that this Agreement shall renew itself unless written notice of intended change is served in 
accordance with the Labor Management Relations Act, as amended, by either party hereto at least 
sixty (60) days, but not more than ninety (90) days, prior to the termination date of the contract or 
any extension. 

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement the day of 
   by the representatives of Union and Company whose signatures are set forth 
below. 
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SCHEDULE A- WAGES & PAID TIME OFF 
 
 
Job Title Current 1/1/2020 1/1/2021 1/1/2022 
Custodial/Janitor $ 11.04 $ 11.79 $ 12.09 $ 12.39 
Floor Tech $ 12.18 $ 12.93 $ 13.23 $ 13.53 
Lead Employee $ 12.64 $ 13.39 $ 13.69 $ 13.99 

 
Pension: 

South Central Annuity Fund: 

Section 1. The Employer agrees to be bound by the Adopting Employers 

provisions of  the Agreement and Declaration of Trust entered into as of August 14, 

2015 establishing the South Central Annuity Fund of the International Union of Operating 

Engineers and Participating Employers and by any amendments to said Trust Agreement, 

and further agrees to execute all necessary forms and documents required by the 

Trustees. Employer irrevocably designates as his representatives among the Trustees of 

said Fund solely for the purpose of providing Plan benefits to their employees under the 

Plan; such Trustees as are named in said Agreement and Declaration of Trust as 

Employer Trustees together with their successors selected in the manner provided in said 

Agreement and Declaration of Trust as that document may be amended from time to time. 

 
Section 2.  The Employer agrees to contribute the amount referenced in Schedule A per hour per 

employee on all hours paid into the South Central Annuity Fund of the International Union of 

Operating Engineers and Participating Employers for the life of this Agreement. 

 
Section 3.  Trust Fund Delinquency: In the event of willful failure by the Employer to make 

payments as required by the terms of this Agreement into any of the Trust Funds by the twentieth 

(20th) of the month, the Union may, after ten (10) days written notice to the Employer, take whatever 

action it deems necessary, regardless of any other provisions contained herein, including, but not 

limited to strike, to enforce said payments. 

 

Section 4.  Employer shall not be considered a Plan Administrator under the Plan documents and with 
the exception of making Adopting Employer contributions as required by Schedule A for union 
employees while employed, Employer shall not have any responsibility with regard to the operation of 
the Plan, fund choices, or Plan compliance. 
 
 
Plan Current 1/1/2020 1/1/2021 1/1/2022 
South Central $0.00 $ 0.25 $0.35 $ 0.45 



 

Annuity 
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